This paper provides a close reading of Paul Farley's 160-line poem, "Thorns." The poem is read in dialogue with William Wordsworth's celebrated Romantic ballad "The Thorn." Special attention is given to Farley's treatment of memory and metaphor: It is shown how the first, exploratory part of the poem elaborates upon the interdependent nature of memory and metaphor, while the second part uses a more regulated form of imagery in its evocation of a generational memory linked to a particular place and time (the working-class Liverpool of the 1960s and 1970s). The tension between the two parts of the poem is reflected in the taut relationship between the poet and a confrontational alter ego. Wordsworth's importance for Farley is shown to inhere not only in the Lake Poet's use of personal memory, but also the close connection between his poetry and place, as well as a strongly self-reflective strain that results in an interminable process of self-determination. Farley's independence as a poet also comes across, though, and is for instance in evidence in his desire to avoid the "booby trap" of too simple appropriation of the methods and motifs of his Romantic predecessor.
The acclaimed, contemporary British poet Paul Farley was the writer in residence at The Wordsworth Trust in Grasmere between 2000 and 2002. In connection with that position, Farley was commissioned by the director of the trust -Robert Woof -to produce a work in collaboration with the artists Russell Mills and Ian Walton. The poem "Thorns" was read by Farley in the resulting video-installation, and then was subsequently printed on its own in his second poetry volume, The Ice Age (2002) . It is a poem that can be said to respond to William Wordsworth's "The Thorn," originally published in Lyrical Ballads, as an exemplar for is own utterance. Yet the complexity of this response is such that it takes considerable interpretative scrutiny to yield its heft and pitch. This reading will show how metaphor and memory are intertwined in Farley's reworking of his canonised predecessor's poem, effectively not only making a personal statement, or one on Romanticism's lasting relevance for poetry, but also one on the nature of the poetic endeavour itself: "Thorns" asks us to be mindful of how the poetic language is dependent upon the faculty of memory, and also of how memory itself is equally reliant upon, or at least inextricable from, the tropological resources of language itself. It is also a poem that tries to negotiate between individual and collective memories, in some ways positing the interface between these two forms of memory as the most compelling challenge of its poetical endeavour. A close reading of "Thorns" will here be made in dialogue with other relevant texts by Farley -mainly from his two first collections of verse -as well as choice specimens of theoretical and critical work.
Farley's text includes twenty eight-line stanzas, precisely echoing the structure of Wordsworth's text. Yet beyond this surface similarity, there are important differences. While "The Thorn" is a rather unusual blend of narrated reportage (voiced by the retired sailor) and lyrical description (evoking Martha Ray, and how her obsessive relation to a particular landscape may have its roots in the tragic murder of her child), "Thorns" is for the most part spoken in the first person. The main features of Farley's poem's sequential unfolding place it in close generic relation to the "Greater Romantic Lyric," as formalised by M. H. Abrams. There is a movement from external description of a natural site, to internal meditation, and then a return back to the original surroundings. The first two stanzas of "Thorns" thus provide an external, descriptive account of the speaker coming across a "solitary black mass of a thorn / growing out of grey rock" (5-6), quickly sketching the hardy appearance of the thorn. After a long process of meditation, the final two stanzas return to this particular setting, with line 145 ("with a man stood shivering at a thousand feet") partially repeating the opening line ("I saw it all sharply again at a thousand feet"). In the final stanza, the speaker then leaves the site behind, instead opting for "the green / and soft floor of an easygoing valley" (158-159) -thus alluding to the beginning of The Prelude, where Wordsworth "made a choice / Of one sweet vale whither my steps should turn." i In Abrams' account, the landscape of the Greater Romantic Lyric is "not only particularized; it is in most cases precisely localized" in place.
ii This is due to its origins in the loco-descriptive poem of the eighteenth century. In Farley's poem, the reference to "The Lion and the Lamb" -another name for Helm Crag -immediately locates the poem in a Grasmere setting. Here Farley departs from the lack of specificity to be found in Wordsworth's "The Thorn," which is not clearly situated but was written during Wordsworth's annus mirabilis (1798) in the Quantocks, near Alfoxden.
iii Farley's setting draws attention to particular places linked with Wordsworth's heritage: Dove Cottage and the Lake District are not just accidental sites for Wordsworthian motifs and themes, but are -like, say, Sligo and Drumcliff for W. B. Yeats -also sites that gain added significance through being involved in repeated and institutionalised acts of commemoration. According to Abrams, the Greater Romantic Lyric may begin and end with a natural landscape, but the real weight of this genre lies in between: "an aspect or change of aspect in the landscape evokes a varied but integral process of memory, thought, anticipation, and feeling which remains closely intervolved with the outer scene."
iv In "Thorns," this central section spans the middle sixteen or so stanzas of the poem, and is of considerable variety and complexity. Stanzas four through six recollect the speaker's experience of suburban life in the early 1970s, before the next two octaves briefly address a grandfather's memories of World War II. Subsequently, we have a return to childhood memories (including stanzas devoted to remembered books and sounds), before there is a brief touching down at base (i.e., back to the present, in the Lake District) in stanza twelve. This is not, however, the end of the speaker's travels in time and space, as the next forty-eight lines involve a halted exchange between the speaker and his teenage self. As should be clear from this description, the development of Farley's poem does not, apart from its outer frame, follow any simple, linear trajectory. Rather, it takes a more rambling approach, making violent swerves in time and place. The poem's rationale can be legitimately described as an associative one, though it must be added that these are not random associations, but a related cluster of memories triggered by the thorns. v Memory is here a very selfconscious process -indeed, if one particular feature was especially neglected in the earlier summary of the poem, it is the way in which several lines of the poem are self-reflective, and directly address how the memories come about. The beginning of the second stanza is the first example of this procedure: "It looked like a mould of the veins of the heart, / a fright-wig, a land-mine under a dugout / stilled by a shutter" (9-11). These lines anticipate (a) the heartfelt and intimate memories of childhood, (b) the more confrontational and fearful encounter with the thug-like alter ego of the poet, and (c) the grandfather's wartime reminiscences. Yet at the same time, these are also meta-symbols, or metaphors, for memory itself: evoking the inner space of memory's records, the frightening but also possibly false memories (just as a wig can have false hair) submerged in the self, as well as the potentially explosive violence of quasi-spontaneous emotion, only partially "stilled" or defused by being reproduced in tranquility. The use of the word "mould" in line 9 also stresses the heuristic and experimental force of the figurative process: the poem is not simply evoking memories, but exploring various ways of conceptualising and thinking about memory. In other poems, Farley makes extensive use of cinematic and photographic metaphors for the same purpose; here in "Thorns" memory is implicitly compared to such things as telephone or telegraph connections ("wires crossed," 81), food storage ("larder," 36), an office contraption (73), and various weapon systems, as well as living beings with lives of their own ("porcupine," 20, "sprinter," 90, and "hill god," 92) .
vi In addition, the thorn metaphor itself (like the heart metaphor, and the reference to roots in line 149) brings up the issue of the naturalness of memory: i.e., that memory might be something organic, which obeys its own intrinsic laws. The latter laws are almost always explicitly associative in this poem, as references to stems and branches stress a linking of various elements in an extremely complex network of relations. The way in which the thorn bush functions as a figure for memory becomes particularly clear in the fifth stanza: "I look back on that time as into as a thorn bush: / never some easy flashback, / more a tangle to be handled with due care" (33-35). In a significant chiasmic reversal of the previously quoted similes (of lines 9-11), the thorn bush here becomes the vehicle rather than the tenor of the tropological scheme.
vii Thus we are faced with a complex linking of two different figures: (a) "a thorn bush is like x (x being various remembered objects)," and (b) "the process of remembering is like a thorn bush." There is also a potential combining of these two statements into one more comprehensive statement: "Memory is like a thorn bush that is like x (x being various other objects, evoked in the poem)." This kind of self-reflective formal dexterity is not new to Farley: in another poem in The Ice Age, "Big Safe Themes," a disingenuous speaker laments that there is "No refuge in things. They stand at one or two removes / from the big themes." viii Whereas the latter text questions the ineluctability of the link between object and theme, "Thorns" swerves away from overly automatic traffic between these two elements by making their relations bilateral: thing (e.g. the thorn) leads to the theme (memory), but theme also feeds back -and causes a revision of our view of -the thing. In a review of Jamal Mahjoub's The Drift Latitudes, Farley has claimed that "Time, memory, music, architecture and identity" are all "played off one another, making the book a kind of echo chamber," ix and certainly something similar is taking place in the way "Thorns" weaves figurality and memory, embodied in a rich panoply of images, into one another. On a meta-figurative level, the thorn bush becomes a conduit or junction for metaphorical transports of meaning, creating a communicative space through its evocation of associations shared by particular objects and memory. The creation of such spaces is arguably one of the major roles of metaphor in general, and is hinted at in the speaker's description of his childhood memories as something packagelike "to be handled with due care" (35). Interactive theories of metaphor have insisted upon the transport of various associations between tenor and vehicle, a dimension already latent in the etymology of the word 'metaphor': the ancient Greek metapherein meant to transfer. This adds an extra dimension to the poem: not only is the thorn bush a metaphor for memory, but it also has the function of figurality in general. Farley's poem in the process creates a relationship of mutual dependency between memory and figurality, exploring the shared ground between (a) how a given object evokes a remembered one in associative memory, and (b) how the vehicle of a metaphor interacts with, and gives added semantic resonance to, a tenor. "Thorns" is, then, not just a poem about the workings of memory in a larger perspective, let alone the poet's individual memories, but a poem that addresses and sets to work the close links between memory and figurality per se. In this respect, the poem relates closely to how Wordsworth's own poetics ties together memory and the poetic imagery. One of Coleridge's major theoretical objections to Wordsworth in Biographia Literaria involved the latter's definitions of fancy and imagination, which Coleridge felt were not sufficiently distinguished. Wordsworth may have protested, in the 1815 preface to his Poems, when he felt that William Taylor reduced the activity of the poet to "nothing more than a mode of memory,"
x yet the fact remains that he saw poetry as having its origin in remembered experience -in emotion recollected in tranquility. For Coleridge it was important to free the imagination from any dependency on memory, as too much emphasis on the mimetic nature of poetry would effectively make of the poetic mind a passive deliverer of copies (and thus fall foul to a mechanistic model). Thus his famous definition of fancy, elsewhere in Biographia Literaria, echoes Wordsworth's wording, but does so with a view to fence imagination away from this empirical grounding:
The Fancy is indeed no other than a mode of Memory emancipated from the order of time and space; while it is blended with, and modified by that empirical phenomenon of the will, which we express by the word CHOICE. But equally with the ordinary memory the Fancy must receive all its materials ready made from the law of association.
xi Imagination, Coleridge insists, is something far more active and transformative: it "dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in order to re-create; or where this process is rendered impossible, yet still at all events it struggles to idealize and to unify." xii The caveat included towards the end here -"or where this process is rendered impossible" -seems to indicate that some poetic content resistant to wholesale transformation may be deemed appropriate matter for the imagination, but the latter's first responsibility should never be towards any form of representation or verisimilitude. The later post-romantic emphasis on the autonomy of the literary object radicalised Coleridge's position and, to a certain degree, made the memoried dimension of literature unfashionable in some quarters. Farley has defended his own use of memory in terms that highlight continuity with Wordsworth rather than Coleridge, however. Writing about The Ice Age volume, he has commented: "People have (I think) mistakenly compared writing from memory with the plundering of some finite resource, like taking frozen meats from the freezer [...] but I've faith in the 'unexpected supply'. I hope I'm able to write 'about' as well as 'from' memory?" xiii A poem like "Thorns" gives added weight to Farley's defence of a poetry of memory: not only does the self-reflective strain of this poem display the rewards of writing "about" memory, but the poem's comparing of the thorn bush to "a mould of the veins of the heart" (9) also signals towards how memory confronts the depths of innerness and identity. Furthermore, the wide scope of the poem's associative memory highlights that the "supply" of memory is not only "unexpected," but also extensive and varied. In this respect, "Thorns" echoes "The Glassworks," another poem from The Ice Age, xiv which explores the memory images evoked in the poet as a result of the suggestive shapes framed in "a yard in the back / where puddles are set in a slurry of gravel and silica." The latter poem is largely a celebration of the riches of poetic memory, and the way its transformative "alchemy" can reshape the given into a treasure trove of "exotica."
The fact that memory is not a simple process of copying, but rather what might be termed a dynamic and creative process is also highlighted in "Thorns." Creativity is the result of the manner in which "fiction and fact collude" (52) in the untrustworthy, but generative, acts of memory. Furthermore, the varied bird imagery of the poem brings with it a sense of movement (echoing the wanderings of the speaker and other wandering personages) not immediately apparent in the figure of the thorn bush. This dimension is underlined by images of "shite hawks" (71), house sparrows and shrikes. The most important of these is perhaps that of the opening stanza, where the speaker's attention is drawn to the thorn bush by the "song-flight / of a shrike on its way to the nest" (6-7) it has made for itself in the thorns. In a poem which uses the thorn bush as a metaphor for the storing capacity of memory, the flight of the bird here suggests another, supplementary dimension of memory: the way in which it involves activity or volition, and not just storage. It is perhaps not coincidental that the co-presence of these two traits of memory was first pointed out through Plato's deployment of the aviary metaphor. In Theaetetus, Socrates supplements the famous wax tablet metaphor (where retention of thoughts is presented as a gift from Mnemosyne, and compared to impressions made in wax) with one involving birds: "just as a while ago we contrived some sort of a waxen figment in the soul, so now let us make in each soul an aviary stocked with all sorts of birds, some in flocks apart from the rest, others in small groups, and some solitary, flying hither and thither among them all."
xv Comparing the workings of memory to an aviary, Socrates brings out the fact that memories might easily be retained, but then extra exertion is necessary in the actual use of them: "having does not seem to me the same as possessing." xvi Farley may be following in the footsteps, or flight paths, of Plato, yet this important distinction has often been relatively neglected. In an exploration of scientific metaphors of memory, Douwe Draaisma has shown how nineteenth century metaphors for memory "described the brain at rest, but fail to do justice to the dynamic aspects of a memory which contains not ready-made replicas but potential images. Moreover such metaphors only explain preservation and not reproduction." xvii In
Farley's poem, the limitations of the thorn metaphor are supplemented by the more dynamic imagery involving the flight of the bird. Draaisma has pointed out that the heuristic value of the use of metaphors in science is increased if one has access to more than one metaphor: "if each filter makes a different aspect visible, it is only from a combination of metaphors that the most complete image of reality can be expected." xviii Although Farley's poem is too particular in its goals to present a "complete image of reality," it nevertheless is clear that the understanding of memory it establishes is augmented by the use of differing metaphorsjust as Plato, long before, saw fit to supplement the wax tablet metaphor with that of the aviary. Paul Ricoeur has claimed that "Metaphor is living by virtue of the fact that it introduces the spark of imagination into a 'thinking more' at the conceptual level." xix Farley's metaphors certainly have this effect.
There are a diversity of associations and applications with regard to different metaphors used in "Thorns." The shrike, for instance, may emphasize the activity of the mind, yet it does considerably more than this. In the opening stanza, the perceiving of the thorn bush is brought about by an ambiguous change: the change is presented as either being (a) a visual one, whereby the speaker's "eye" is "drawn / away from the Lion and the Lamb" (2-3) high above, or (b) an auditory one whereby the speaker's "ear was led" (6) by the song of the shrike. Later on in the poem, the difference between sound and vision is self-consciously stressed by the way in which the eleventh stanza -in contrast to the ocular imagery surrounding it -is exclusively devoted to auditory memories. In the first stanza, though, a fundamental similarity between the differing senses is brought out in the concluding line: "either way I was hooked" (8). Here, in an amplification of a point more subtly hinted at in the passive constructions of the preceding lines, the speaker's lack of initiative is stressed: rather like Martha Ray in Wordsworth's "The Thorn," he is captured or mesmerised by the thorn bush. If memory involves a dynamic process, it is one that could just as justifiably be called a compulsion or a passion, as an activity. The verb "hooked" has several resonances. Seen in conjunction with the insistent use of the thorn image, it would seem that the speaker is caught up in the branches of the bush, a fate he would share with the various paraphernalia "Speared among the larder of the shrike" (35) in the fifth stanza. On the other hand, there are verbal associations that reach out to other parts of Farley's oeuvre here. Several poems allude to contemporary drug culture: in the suggestively titled debut volume The Boy from the Chemist is Here to See You (1998), for instance, the poem "Velvets, Can, Stooges" evokes the chemical and musical obsessions of an old friend who is "hard on himself with a shared needle." xx In Thorns, there are quick allusions to the same topic via mentions of the book Street Drugs (76), and the grandfather's "first whiff of phosgene" (63) on the Western Front, as well as the later accusation that the speaker has "toked so much you could turn into a bush" (112). At an even more subterranean level, "hooked" links up with Farley's many poems on fish and fishing -a nature motif that is at least as important for this poet as the previously mentioned birds. In another rewarding meditation on memory, "The Landing Stage," Farley writes that "the grey river recalls each note and will reel them off / like verb forms taught by rote. The river remembers / its whiting, fluke and mackerel well enough." xxi The Ice Age also includes "The Sea in the Seventeenth Century," where the sea is described as "A pulsating, absolute state of affairs / where all our yesteryears go through the lives / we might live." xxii Thus one might presume that the speaker is being "hooked" by something more encompassing than a mere bush, at the beginning of "Thorns." It would constitute a misreading of "Thorns," though, were one to base an interpretation of it exclusively on hidden or wholly impersonal forms of memory. Such an emphasis would leave one completely at sea with regard to large and important parts of the text. For "Thorns" is not merely a virtuosic meditation on the figurality of memory, evoking a hidden substratum only partially accessible to the conscious self: it is also a poem that evokes a concrete and personal past. This is not the say that the personal past is described as something completely unconditional or simply given. To the contrary, the poem also implies an ontology of personal memory: the memories of childhood are shown to lie latent in the present, waiting to spring forth like the "Jack-from-a-box" briefly evoked in line 92. In a more recent poem, Farley has emphasised how recollection is operational even without external signs (such as large public acts of commemoration):
There are ways of remembering that don't need an empty tomb, a fly-past, or the stroke of an hour; there are portable, pocket guides to how far the dead are from us. xxiii In "Thorns," it is not so much the dead that are with us, as a particular set of memories collectively differentiated by position with regard to history and class. Here there is a link with "The Colonists," a poem in the same volume, which questions how objects bear with them an entire social and political context in their slipstream, as American nuclear testing on the Bikini islands is obliquely linked to the cultural imperialism of popular music. Even a simple gramophone is not an innocent object: "every disc is playing something else / beyond its backbeat and its middle eight." xxiv The individual element carries in itself more encompassing memories. In "Thorns," the exploration of the metaphorics of memory is supplemented with a very different approach in the later stages of the poem. In the latter, a coding of memories and their objects in terms of class and demographics comes to the fore. This latter section obeys a much more regulated figurative scheme. The bifurcated nature of the poem at a formal level is mirrored, as we soon shall see, by struggle between past and present self in the poem. The social markers of the later stages of the text follow a synecdochal logic, where the part (any object or allusion linked to a class determination) points towards the more general whole of class belonging. As in other poems of Farley's such as "Termini" and "The Sleep of Estates," a working class background in the suburbs of Liverpool is deftly and precisely evoked: "they planted thorn in the Groves and Brows and Folds / we moved out to in 1971" (25) (26) . In this setting, the thorn image evokes a clash between nature and an untidy and unprivileged part of civilization:
I helped build such a zareba myself once; wove thistle, bramble and nettle to fortify and hold onto a back-field den, to keep out the shite-hawks of Halewood, Speke and Widnes. Helix of staples, If not destitute, this is a modest and unassuming world, a place seemingly on the outskirts of not only a city but indeed of history itself. There are other, more direct references to family in "Thorns": to the grandfather's wartime experiences, as well as a mother "whacking the ganglion that grew in her wrist / with out bible, the Freemans catalogue / or the phone book, whichever was the heaviest" (82-84). Thus a sense of generational continuity is created, as well as an emphasis -in both this irreverent reference to the Bible, and the preceding stanzas enumeration of childhood reading -on how the speaker grew up at some distance from high culture. Maurice Halbwachs has claimed that individual memory "relies" upon "the existence of frameworks of collective memory" xxvii -and this thesis would seem to find corroboration in Farley's poem. So would Halbwachs' identification of the family as one of the primary bearers of collective memory, even if it provides an idiosyncratic instance of this memory: "each family has its own history." xxviii For Farley, there is a strong movement of transcendence here, going beyond the confines of the individual -as his study of Terence Davies' film Distant Voices, Still Lives makes clear, "the world we are born into" leads to "that mysterious region where private and collective memory intersect." xxix Although the memories of the speaker of "Thorns" are personal, they are very far from being private. Here, as elsewhere more explicitly, Farley's verse reaches out for a sense of communion with his readers. In the process he constructs a particularised and even implicitly antagonistic memory, which nevertheless is shared by a large social group coming from the same historical and political background. Barbara A. Misztal has noted the growing importance of generational groups for our understanding of memory, and she has also pointed out the fragmenting consequences of this and similar changes: "As the modern differentiation of social fields and institutions produces a differentiation of total social memory into a plurality of specialized circles of memory, the normative aspect of a societal tradition can no longer be taken for granted." xxx Arguably, the relative specificity of Farley's implied reader, who must at least share some of the same time-and class-specific memories, is different from that entertained by the romantic poet who assumes he can speak as a man to all other men. It is perhaps unsurprising that the link with "The Thorn" is rather tenuous during this part of Farley's poem, but if Geoffrey Hartman's reading of Wordsworth's text is correct there may be a more general resonance behind the scenes. For Hartman has suggested that "the wretched thorn is a symbol of the emergent self conserving its being despite everything [...] that conspires to bury it," xxxi and in Farley's sketch of 70s Liverpool both the poet's "emergent self" and an entire class seem to have the odds fairly massively stacked against them. If one puts "The Thorn" to one side for a moment, a more general Wordsworthian echo is evident in how Farley's poem deploys childhood memories to place the adult poet's sense of self: the text is informed by a pastiche of a typically Wordsworthian vein of remembrance. In addition, there is a hint of a parallel between Farley's lament for the passing of his own working-class milieu and Wordsworth's elegies over the destruction of a traditional form of rural life at the hands of industrialism. Yet "Thorns" has other predecessors, closer in time: as in much autobiographical verse written on the British Isles after World War II, one is led to infer that the speaker of "Thorns" is currently in a state of social displacement, being at least partially alienated from original class belongings. This sense of displacement is given concrete embodiment towards the end of Farley's poem, when his older, teenage self from the suburbs suddenly materialises. Here the precedent of Tony Harrison's "V" looms large. In Harrison's poem, the speaker's solitary meditations in a Leeds graveyard are rudely interrupted by a younger alter ego, who has sprayed grafitti on the tombstone of the poet's parents. A debate ensues, where the graffiti artist, in a broad northern accent, accuses the speaker of betraying his own origins:
Don't talk to me of fucking representing
The class yer were born into anymore.
Yer going to get 'urt and start resenting it's not poetry we need in this class war.
Yer've given yerself toffee, cunt. Who needs yer fucking poufy words. Ah write mi own. xxxii Farley's poem makes the same contrasting use of the dialect, and involves a similar accusation: "The years have been cruel to you, old mucker; / turned you shite-soft, your sharp edges to mush" (108-109). Representing a vernacular Scouse idiom, this act of poetic witnessing resists, as Farley states in Distant Voices, Still Lives, "a general move in language towards the clear and distinct that erodes the history contained in words and voices, and renders their former speakers silent." xxxiii Whereas Harrison's poem delays the revelation that the interlocutor is an alter ego, Farley makes this point at the outset: "It's me, you silly cunt: you if you'd stayed / back there until the bulldozers moved in" (98-99). A politics of place is established through the contrast between the speaker's past life in the suburbs (now victim to bulldozers) and his current leisurely "walking in the English Lakes!" (105). While Geoffrey Hill's "Elegiac Stanzas: On Visiting Dove Cottage" -another, and in some ways comparable, response to Wordsworth -indicts, in a complex manner, the commercialisation of Wordsworth and the landscape by which he is remembered, here the romantic poet's heritage is being questioned on the grounds of class privilege. Unlike Harrison's alter ego, the "image of myself" (121) in "Thorns" disappears fairly quickly from view. One important difference between these two figures concerns how they appear on the scene of the poems. If the graffiti artist of "V" appears casually and realistically, the younger self of "Thorns" makes a far more dramatic entrance:
The blood must have drained from my face: body-clock and mountain time seemed to be stuck, bringing another world to life and I felt a lump harden in my throat as the bush spoke... (93) (94) (95) (96) The allusion to the burning bush's speaking to Moses has been prepared by several earlier biblical allusions. As Andrew Neilson has pointed out, this episode contributes to a process by which "Farley audaciously rewrites the Romantic poem -with his play on Man v. Nature, memories of childhood and the prerequisite visionary moment."
xxxiv Does this imply, however, that the "prerequisite visionary moment" is an alien importation to Farley's poem -a strained borrowing of a Romantic motif that actually has no contemporary relevance? I would argue that Farley's poetic recollection of the romantic vision is something less dutiful, and also more vital, than this. For Farley's poetry includes several sudden moments of transcendence of the everyday. Some of these remain within the ambit of the quotidian, such as when the speaker of "Treacle" reflects that "When you lever the lid it opens with a sigh / and you're face-to-face with history." xxxv But Farley also has more earth-shattering transformations in his poems. The distinction between vision and everyday life of "An Interior" hints at this: "Vision persists, doesn't admit the breaks / the artist must have taken." xxxvi The persistence of vision involves a sense of leaving time behind, or at least stretching the moment beyond its normal limits. This temporality recurs in several of Farley's poems: the way in which "body-clock / and mountain time seemed be stuck" (93-94) in "Thorns" finds an echo in the visionary sense of stillness in "A Minute's Silence," which "seems to last // a small eternity."
xxxvii The most comprehensive parallel to the former poem's encounter with the speaker's teenage alter ego, however, is to be found in another poem. For in "Velvets, Can, Stooges," the visionary moment leads to a similar materialisation of the speaker's long-lost and drug-addled friend:
At that moment the page becomes a strain to read, and as quick as a summer can end with the drawing of a curtain he is there, in a past that squats at my shoulder, teaching me the litany of bands and a way to fold with three Rizla… xxxviii All of these echoes within Farley's own oeuvre suffice to demonstrate that the youngster's sudden appearance in "Thorns" is not without precedent or parallel. Yet one alternative does not rule out the other: the vision topos does not simply have to be either borrowed from romanticism or an innate and exclusive part of Farley's poetical modus operandi. If Farley can make an allusion to romantic vision with a certain amount of assurance, it is because in some respects he is already writing in something of a Wordsworthian vein, even prior to "Thorns." xxxix Remembrance is here something more internal, more fundamental, than a mere passing evocation of an alien motif. The meeting with the alter ego forces the speaker of "Thorns" to reconsider his position, as the final stanzas of the poem move from personal stock-taking to a tentative vision of an ideal community. A sudden overflow of anger (which seems to link both urban destruction and World War II) gives way to more tranquil reflections, gradually issuing in a reconciliation of sorts between speaker and "teenage me" (137). Wordsworth's discharged soldier is alluded to as a figure whose dispossession and lack of belonging brings into focus (apart from a link back to the grandfather's memories, as well as a textual connection to the hawthorn) a common ground. Unsurprisingly perhaps for a poet who has opened another poem with the words "Even though I know that I will never / live the rural life," xl this involves an insistence upon an urban identity: both of them are "townee dreck" (129). Here one might argue that Farley's own background is being brought in for an important distinction with regard to Wordsworth's sense of place: the former is more like Coleridge, whose childhood was spent as "a liveried schoolboy in the depths / of the huge city." xli Other differences surface in the conclusion of the poem. The speaker's more personal features aside, a more relativistic faith than Wordsworth's seems to be proffered: "there is no single view / worth taking; rootless man, still clinging on / to some idea of truth" (148-150). As professions of faith go, this is a rather tenuous and vague one, but the lack of rootedness is in any case enough to signal a clear distance from Wordsworth's aspirations. The reference to "no single view / worth taking" skilfully combines a wilfully offhand reference to the natural landscape with a more general scepticism, further bolstered by the way in which the figural metamorphoses of poem itself has refused to a "single view" for a more multiple interpretation of the thorn bush. Another clear parting of ways with Wordsworth is enacted when the flag of the speaker's "republic of thorns" (152) -an implicit community of outsiders, more akin to something like Blanchot's Communauté Inavouable than the organic politics of romanticism xlii -is said to be made by "grey polythene" (153). The artificiality of this material gels rather uneasily with the natural landscape, linking back to the humble and incongruous meetings between nature and civilisation in the childhood memories of the poem.
As mentioned earlier, the speaker's leaving the thorn for "an easygoing valley" (159) remembers the beginning of The Prelude. Farley is not unfamiliar with the self-questioning scrutiny with which the latter poem tried to legitimise Wordsworth's vocation as a poet (epitomised in the "Was it for this?" question that introduced the first drafts of The Prelude). For instance, the opening poem of The Ice Age, "The Weekend First," segues from a Larkinesque evocation of England from the vantage point of a moving train, to a more self-reflective finale. At the end of that poem, the speaker describes himself as a "fool" and asks of the dead: "What would they make of me?" xliii In a somewhat different fashion, "Thorns" too seems preoccupied with asking hard questions about Farley's own position and intentions. It is certainly one of his longest poems, and the final affirmations of the poem appear more outspoken than the reticent hints and elliptical endings typically found in his shorter poems. The abruptness and apparent facility of the ending of "Thorns," and the fact that the speaker is only "imagining" that he can "start from scratch again" (160), reveal some hesitation or reservations concerning the poem's tenuous credo. The pun in "start from scratch" reveals that, whatever he might imagine, the speaker is still in the thick of thorny questions. Both the speaker's reconciliation with his past self, as well as his deflecting claim that "finding such an image of myself / in such an unlikely place / left little room for blame" (121-123), are ironically undercut. On the former issue, we find a more explicit version of the internal tension that -according to the experience of many readerstroubles the apparent equanimity felt by the speaker of "Tintern Abbey." While the latter poem does not quite convince in its mediation between the "wild ecstasies" (138) of youth and the "sober pleasure" (139) of maturity, "Thorns" is even more explicitly hesitant in its bridging of the generational divide. In summary, it can be stated that "Thorns" does not engage in close intertextual dialogue with Wordsworth's poem. Rather than an invigorating predecessor, Farley seems to consider Wordsworth's thorn as something of a land mine that needs careful and distanced handling. xliv Still, he is willing to explore avenues involving some form of identification with Wordsworth's precedent. For Farley, Wordsworth's poem seems to have provided more of an associate trigger or point of departure, like the image of the thorn itself in "Thorns," than a comprehensive rule or ordering scheme. Thus some details, like the "stormy winter gale" (24) of the original, find an echo, while otherssuch as the muddy pool, hill of moss and the use of narrative frame -do not. Although the Lyrical Ballads poem also explores (possibly arbitrary) processes of association triggered by a thorn, Farley's is arguably far less interested in superstition and far more interested in exploring the ontology and figurality of memory.
If one moves beyond surface detail, though, a more general parallel between the two poems may prove instructive: Wordsworth's poem distinguished between the obsessive compulsion felt by Martha Ray towards her (presumably) deceased child, on the one hand, and the simplistic rationalisation provided by the narrator -a retired sailor who Wordsworth described as being "credulous and talkative from indolence; and [...] prone to superstition" -on the other.
xlv In Farley's text, there is no corresponding apportioning of roles to distinct individuals, but nevertheless there is a tension between (a) what might be inferred to be the view of the implied author, or ironically astute poet, who is still "hooked" and embroiled in a struggle with literary and class affiliations at the conclusion, and (b) a more credulous surface voice less attuned to possible ambiguities and open ends. The way in which the former of these two identities is obsessed with his teenage self, structurally echoes Martha Ray's mourning of her lost child. The memories plaguing the self of Farley's poem will not simply be banished, as their "twisted" (21) and "knotted" tangle cannot easily be straightened out. While "Thorns" in many ways sets to work a mourning of the passing of a past self, the poem concomitantly suggests that the poet is engaged in an interminable analysis. Judging by the available evidence of his career so far, including
